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Bootstrap - Grid Columns I am using twitter-bootstrap to make 3
columns on a page. I am wondering how to just make the left and
right columns fill the top and bottom of the page, with the middle
column taking up the remaining space? I tried making the.col-lg-4
have a 100% and auto width and didn't work. A: If you are looking
to have both columns stretch all across the width of the page, the
documentation ( mentions the following. If you're instead looking
to have all three equal widths, you can use the below classes. Large
Device, Large Wrapper Medium Device, Medium Wrapper Small

Device, Small Wrapper A: Like this: .row { width: 100%; max-
width: 1200px; } .col-sm-4 { width: 50%; } .col-sm-8 { width:
33.333%; } Use the breakpoint you like to make it 100%. See

demo here: Bootply A: If you use the bootstrap 3 classes you can
use the grid.col-sm-4 and grid.col-sm-8 classes to make your

columns in equal percentages. Friday, January 20, 2011 If I were
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